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What makes a successful military man?
How can one man best serve his country,
preserve our freedoms, and achieve his
personal best? Shaping the Battlefield is
Captain Adam Hogues incredible, true
story of how he offers combat support
during the surge in forces in Afghanistan in
2011, leads a successful mission, and
completes his astonishing project with
courage, grace, and a good sense of humor.
Hogues story begins in the debris of 9/11, a
moment that shocked the world and caused
men and women to go into action to fight
terrorism. Clearly and vividly, Hogue
shows how 9/11 changed his life. A huge
supporter of the conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan, he joins the war effort in 2005
to put his money where his mouth is, so to
speak. Worried that the war will end before
he has a chance to deploy, Hogue takes an
Active
Duty
Operational
Support
assignment at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
There, he works with the United States
Special Operations Command Sustaining
Brigade. Sixteen months into his
assignment, he is sent to Afghanistan,
where he is tasked with planning a surge in
forces to support operations. In January
2011, Hogue and forty-seven other people
arrive in Germany. Hogue makes his
narrative sparkle by giving an insiders view
to events. For example, any time the Air
Force lands a plane in Germany, Spain, or
any other interesting location, Hogue
knows its a well-known secret that the
plane will go down for maintenance.
Hogue also supplies fascinating details on
rules and regulations, like obeying speed
limits, how and when to salute officers, and
why, if you didnt follow protocol, the
Military Police would come in. Beautifully
detailed and remarkably told, Shaping of
the Battlefield juxtaposes the beauty of the
terrain with the evils of the terrorists. As he
builds and expands the Special Forces
footprint in Afghanistan, he gets to see the
war from both an inside and outside
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perspective, both while planning as a junior
officer, and sitting in on high level
meetings. This experience gives him a
special understanding of the war, people,
and the challenges. But being at a desk is
not very challenging, and though Hogue is
giving his job one hundred percent, hes
soon chafing at the bit to do something
more exciting, which happens very soon
when he is sent to Mazir-I-Sharif, where he
is instrumental in building a base for over
three hundred soldiers. This is a
tremendous
memoir
with
a
real
in-the-trenches feel. Hogue details the
dangers of his mission in pitch-perfect
prose, and he makes you feel his own
growth as both a leader and a man. As
Hogue himself says of his mission, As we
flew into the clouds and over the
mountains, none of us really knew what
was going to happen next, but that was
always the case in Afghanistan. You never
knew what was going to happen next, but
in this case, we received a mission and
shaped our own piece of the battlefield.
Whether you are in the military, you know
someone in the armed forces, or you
simply have an interest in the events
tearing apart Afghanistan, you are sure to
love Shaping the Battlefield.
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Shaping the battlefield. - NCBI Whether in law enforcement or a combat-oriented branch of the military, a commander
should never allow his unit/team to engage in a fair Shaping the Political Battlefield Hannigan For FCRC Chairman
This chapter discusses the fifth principle of Sun Tzus The Art of War and its application in military situations. Shaping
means mastering the enemy and making them conform to the leaders strategy, rules, and will. These principles must be
combined in a strategy that shapes Buy Shaping the Battlefield Book Online at Low Prices in India The following is
an excerpt from the latest book, Vision, Focus, Drive: Ingredients of Successful Professional Services Sales. Marketing
is very Images for Shaping the Battlefield https:///2012/07/16/on-shaping-the-battlefield/? Odierno talks training,
shaping battlefield with Soldiers Article The Army Chief of Staff Ray Odierno visited the Joint Readiness Training
Center to observe training by the 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 82nd : Shaping the Battlefield eBook: Adam Hogue:
Kindle Shaping the battlefield. As part of the museums commemoration of the 600th anniversary of the battle of
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Agincourt, the Royal Armouries is exhibiting a unique Successful shaping of battlefield facilitates channelising of the
The Paperback of the Shaping the Battlefield by Adam M Hogue at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!
Shaping the Battlefield - Home Facebook In this Spring 2011 issue of Civil War Trusts Hallowed Ground Magazine,
learn about shaping a volunteer army at the First Battle of Manassas. Shaping the battlefield Royal Armouries The
battlefield organization is the allocation of forces in the AO by purpose. It consists of three all-encompassing categories
of operations: decisive, shaping, and DECISIVE, SHAPING, SUSTAINING OPERATIONS - Defense On Dec 12,
2012 Regina McEnery published: Shaping the battlefield. Shaping the Enemy: Preparing the Battlefield - Oxford
Scholarship - 2 min - Uploaded by MarinesMarines that we want to put in, say, 100 yards deep, or 100 kilometers deep
on the battlespace How Are Digital Electronics Shaping The Battlefield? SHAPING. THE. BATTLEFIELD. At
precisely 0200 on the morning of January 17, 1991, a group of Iraqi soldiers standing watch just beyond the border berm
was Shaping the Battlefield Kyle Wolff Pulse LinkedIn What makes a successful military man? How can one man best
serve his country, preserve our freedoms, and achieve his personal best? Shaping the Battlefield
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